
60” Mobile Shape Table with Attached Seating
Operating Instructions:

Important Note:
The shape of these tables require specific operation to open and close easily. 
They can be cumbersome if not operated as described in these instructions.  
The figures below show a standard stool version (MTR60S). 
Opening Table:
1) Tables are best opened by using one side of the table between the center leg benches or stools.

2) Reach inside the seats to release the storage lock by grasping and rotating the handle up.  See Figure #1.
3) Depending on the model the table may open slightly after unlocking.  If not push the end leg out slightly with your body while lifting the handle.

4) Standing between the two center legs, place both hands onto the center stools or bench and push the table downward.  See Figure #2. 
5) Continue this motion until table locks in the 2/3rd’s open position (cleaning mode).  See Figure #3. 
6) Release the lock by lifting up slightly underneath each side of the top while also lifting the down lock handle with one hand.  See Figure #3. 
5) Slowly lower table to the open position and release down lock into hinge slot.  The center of table may need to be lifted slightly to properly engage down lock. 

**Double check that the down lock is engaged BEFORE using the table.  See Figure #4.

Folding For Storage:
1) Position yourself between the center leg benches or stools.

2) Stool Table: Grasp the underside of both tops closest to the gap while also lifting up the down lock handle 

     with one hand.  Lift up both sides of the table along with the lock handle.  See Figure #4. 
     Bench Table: Bend at the knees and grasp the underside of  the bench opposite to the side with the down

     lock.  With other hand grasp the underside of the opposite top while also lifting up the down lock handle.  

     Lift up both sides of the table along with the lock handle.  See Figure #4.   
3) Guide the table back to the 2/3rd’s open position.  See Figure #3. 
4) Place your hands on the stools or benches and guide the table up while the torsion bars assist lifting. 

     Stop when the table is almost closed into the storage position.  See Figure #2. 
4) Bend at the knees if necessary to reach inside the seats and place hands onto the tops.  Squeeze together

     gently to fold the table completely until the storage lock engages. See Figure #1.
**Double check that the storage lock is engaged BEFORE moving the table.  See Figure #1.

WARNING:
Table should be moved and operated 
by authorized adults only!  Children 
and students should NEVER move or 

operate tables.  Always engage storage 
latch to prevent tipping.  Failure to 

follow warnings may result in serious 
injury or death.

WARNING:
To avoid tipping over, only push from 
side of table.  DO NOT push from the 

table top side!  Avoid rolling table over 
debris on the floor.
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MTR60B  (60” Round with benches)
MTR60S  (60” Round with stools)
MTR60C  (60” Round with combo seats)
MTO60S  (60” Octagon with benches)

Standard Maintenance:
To ensure table life & quality 

operation; check & tighten fasteners 
& lubricate pivot points every (6) 


